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Americanization as Creolized Imaginary: The Statue of Liberty During the Cold War
David Nye
In 1991 and 1992, a team of six scholars spent a year together at the Netherlands Institute for Advanced Study, researching the phenomenon known in the lingua franca as "Americanization." The project, which focused on Europe, was the brainchild of historian Rob Kroes, and the result was several individual books and six volumes of essays.
1 One of these, American Photographs in Europe, is a collection of essays (edited by myself and Mick Gidley) that focuses on the transatlantic movement of images during the twentieth century.
2 This chapter reconsiders this theme. Notably, the scholarly vocabulary has changed since the 1990s: while the term "Americanization" endures, it continues to be redefined, expanded, and contested. This chapter recasts the concept of Americanization as creolization. This is a process in which senders and receivers of cultural messages continually reposition and reinterpret cultural icons to suit their needs. The term "creolization" references how American images were changed and adapted, tinkered with and selectively appropriated-in Europe and elsewhere. This chapter examines this often playful reconception of American images outside the United States during the Cold War period and the forms of creolization these images represent. To exemplify this process, the Statue of Liberty provides a case study of an American icon that acquired many new meanings.
Centrality of the Image in the Twentieth Century
The Cold War coincided with the period when images per se had achieved a central place in international communication systems; until roughly 1920, communication systems were based on the printed word. During the Cold War, Americans built on a photographic presence they achieved before 1945. By around 1960, American photography had achieved a dominant position for a variety of interlinked reasons. Most obviously, corporations based in the United States owned two of the largest press agencies, United Press International and the Associated Press. They hired many photographers to cover what they deemed significant events and then selected and distributed the resulting images worldwide. Even when the photographers themselves were Europeans, American editors chose what stories to cover and which images to use. Early in the Cold War, a good many American photographers achieved international recognition. In Europe, these photographers' work was often first seen in issues of Fortune, Look, or Life Magazine. Indeed, the American newspaper and magazine press in general had embraced photography more than Europeans, providing many men and women with careers. These included Edward Steichen, Margaret Bourke White, Gordon Parks, John Vachon, and Eugene Smith. At the end of the Second World War, there was a powerful press apparatus to broadcast the work of American image makers to the rest of the world, at a time when the European press was struggling to recover from the war.
Just as important, American museums began to treat photography as an art form earlier than their counterparts in most other nations. Even leading European photographers often saw their work featured in major New York exhibitions before that was possible in Paris or Berlin. For example, the first major retrospective of Henri Cartier-Bresson's work was held at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in 1947. The early involvement of museums also meant that American curators had an expertise that the United States Information Agency (USIA) appreciated. When Edward Steichen put together the Family of Man exhibit in 1955 to celebrate the first quarter century of MoMA, the power and popularity of the exhibit led the USIA to adopt it for worldwide distribution. Five traveling sets of the 503 Family of Man images were sent on the road, where more than 9 million people saw the show over a period of seven years. 3 In addition, the book version of The Family of Man was translated into many languages and sold more than 4 million copies. When the show reached Hamburg, for example, 43,308 people visited in one month, making it the most popular event the USIA had staged there in many years. In Amsterdam, more than 100,000 people came to see it, including the queen.
In many nations, that exhibit decisively shifted the orientation of the photographic community toward the United States, which suddenly emerged as a leader in photography. In both the Netherlands and Denmark, for example, the leading amateur photographic magazines scarcely contained any images from the United States before The Family
